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SOME CROSS-S CTION TESTS 
OF THE "NORMAL" EARNINGS HYPOTHESIS 

OF CORPORA TE SAVINGS 1 

I. Introduction 
THE paper presents a normal earnings model of company dividends and 

shows it to be compatible with the results of the econometric studies of com
pany savings or dividends which have been based on the well-known Lintner 
model [10, 11]. Secondly some new empirical evidence is presented. This 
indicates that for the United States, except in severe recession years, reasonable 
estimates of the parameters of the normal earnings model can be derived from 
cross-section samples of individual firms or industries by an auto-regressive 
dividend equation. Some direct econometric tests of the normal earnings 
hypothesis are described. These, while very crude, do tend to support the 
hypothesis. Finally some tests of the relevance of the average earnings perform
ance of other firms in the industry to the dividend policy of an individual firm 
suggest there is no need for a relative earnings hypothesis of dividend behaviour. 

II. The Normal Earnings Model and the Lintner Model 
The normal earnings model is founded on the hypothesis that the adjustment 

of a company's dividends to a rise or fall in its earnings will be smalle_r the 
greater the short-run or transitory component and larger the greater the long
run or permanent component in the change in the expected stream of future 
earnings. This implies that the marginal propensity to save out of transitory 
earnings will be greater than the MPS out of "normal" earnings. The Lintner 
mod~! however does not distinguish these two components of a change in 
earnmgs. 

Lintner's model of dividend behaviour is based on an interview survey ofU .S. 
firms [10, 11]. He concluded that the majority of firms had a definite target 
payout ratio (n) such that 

Dit = ix + nXu (I) 

whe~e Dit i~ desired dividends and Xu is net after-tax profits of firm i in period t. 
Lmtner mtroduced an intercept term (ix) into his estimating equation to 

allow for ~n asym_metry between the reaction of dividends to rising earnings 
and to fallmg earnmgs as well as to reflect any bias towards a gradual growth in 
dividends. 

Actual dividends, Du, were adjusted at a certain constant rate </> to differ-
ences between Dit and Dtt-i ' ' 

Du - Du-1 = </>(Dit - Du-1) 

Substituting(!) in (2) and simplifying 

Du = cprx + cpnXu + (I - cp)Bu-1 

(2) 

1 I am indebted to Professor Irwin Friend of the University of Pennsylvania who supervised 
the dissertation from which much of this article derives. 
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Letting <f,:n: = b', (1 - ef,) = c' and ef,r:x. = a', and adding an error term (u') 
gives the regression equation 

Dtt = a' + b'Xtt + c'Dtt-1 + u[ (3) 

This regression equation was found by Lintner to be fairly successful in 
predicting aggregate corporate dividends on the basis of time series of aggregate 
dividends and earnings. It yielded better results than alternative equations 
which either omit the lagged dividend variable or replace it by a lagged earnings 
variable. The equation has been incorporated into several macro-econometric 
models of the U.S. economy, most recently by Klein [7], and it has been applied 
to time series data for individual U.S. firms by Kuh [8]. · 

Despite the widespread use and success of the reduced form equation (3) 
the Lintner model suffers two inconsistencies. Firstly, if the intercept term i~ 
non-zero the firm cannot reach its target payout ratio even if current profits 
persist indefinitely. Secondly, although Lintner explains the partial adjustment 
of dividends to a change in earnings on the basis of uncertainty as to whether 
earnings will remain at their new level, equation ( 1) implies an elasticity of 
expectations of future earnings of unity. If a firm is aiming at stable dividends 
why should the desired level of dividends equal a certain fraction of curren~ 
earnings, unless earnings are expected to remain at the same level? 

The inconsistencies ~f _the Lintner model can ~e avoided ?Y specifying a 
relationship between dividends and normal earmngs. Let X 1 be the firm's 
subjectively assessed nor~al ~arnin_gs and At be the coefficient of adjustment 
of normal to actual earnings in penod t. 

Xit - Xit-1 = At(Xtt - Xit-1) + eu, E(eu) = 0 (4) 
0<A<l 

. The error term ee reflects any deviation from the exact adaptive expectations 
relationship which may res~lt, fo: example, from short-run factors affecting 

h fi tability of the firm in penod t. 
t e pro · f · I 1· Now suppose dividend~ per umt_ o capita are a inear function of normal 

. per unit of capital. 1 Letting We represent the average value of• 
earnings . d b d . . fi in-

t , api·tal in penod t, an 'Y/t e any eviat10n rom the exact linear ves ors c . re-
lationship which migh:t result: for example, from the rounding of dividends per 
share to the nearest mckel, dime or quarter, 

Dtt ,, Xte + -- = Ut + Pt -w: 'Y/it 
W,t tt 

E(nu) = 0 (5) 

Dividing (4) by Wt, substituting in (5) and rearranging terms yields 

Dtt b Xu Du-1 -- = at + t -- + Ct -- + Utt (6) 
Wtt Wu Wu 

i Th . . ererable to postulating a linear relationship between dividends and n 
1s 1s pr 1, d b L d F' h orrnaI 

earnings in absolute terms as has been one }'. an~aster an ,s e1: [~,3]. Investors are prirna 
.
1 

d ,·th the rate of return on their capital, and any mm1mum acceptable 1 1 
-n y concerne w 1 1.. , . 1 F . .1 eve of 

. . d .11 b relative to the va ue o investors capita . or s1m1 ar reasons Dobrovol k 
d1v1dcn s w1 c , d r US • · d ' s Y [I] . (on and time serxes ata ,or .. corporations, estimate a regression ofd' "d , 
usmg cross-s'.'c 1 ' ngs and Jagged dividends with all variables expressed per dollar of n ~vi ends 
on _current cathrnyi that Dobrovolsky's incorporation of a lagged dividend variable wa cd "'.Orth. 
It.,. notcwor "d' 'd d . ,, h h s es1gned fl ct shareholders' pressures or 1v1 en rcq~.11rc rnents rat er t an arising from a Lint 
to re e t ' 1 adi'ustment model or a normal earnings model [l, pp. 36-42]. ner-type par ,a . 
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where 

ae = c'lt [1 - ( Wtt-i) + At Wtt-i ], 
Wit Wtt 

be= ptAt, 

Ct = (l - At) 
and 

[ 
Wtt-1 Ett ] 

Utt = 'Y/it - (l - At) -w 'Y/it--,1 + Pt -w- · 
it it 

Where the estimate of a in equation (6) is found to be insignificantly di_fferent 
from zero (as is so in all our regressions), the results are consistent with the 
Lintner model as well as with the normal earnings model. However the normal 
earnings model is to be preferred to the Lintner partial adjustment mod~l on 
the a priori grounds discussed above. The good fits that have been obtained 
with both time series and cross-section data are equally as intelligible in terms 
of the former as of the latter. 

The replacement of the Lintner model by the normal income model begs 
some speculation about the factors underlying the basic parameter~ _of the 
latter. If c'J equals zero, p is both the marginal propensity to pay. d~vidends 
(!vf PD) out of normal income, and the "normal" payout ratio. This 1s ess~n
tially a long-run concept, and the equation (5) part of a long-run pl_annmg 
model. Many simple models embodying (5) could be proposed. The simplest 
would be one in which all variables were expected to grow at a constant_ rate, 
profits were a linear function of sales, investment was dependent on a simple 
change-in-sales accelerator, and the firm planned to finance all or a constant 
proportion of investment by retentions. 

A is on the other hand a short-run parameter and unplanned. It will probably 
~hange over time, depending in part on the past performance of earnii_igs, and 

in part upon the circumstances under which earnings change. If a fall m earn
ings is ~ssociated with an event which is expected to be short-lived and not ~o 
recur frequently, for example most strikes, ,1. will be lower than if the fall m 
earnings were associated with a possibly permanent decline in demand for the 
product of the firm. 

III. Empirical Tests 

A. Es'timation of Reduced Form of the Normal Earnings Model 
It was intended to discover whether reasonable estimates of the parameters 

of the normal earnings hypothesis could be obtained from cross-section samp~es 
of individual U.S. firms in a wide selection of different industries. Time-senes 
regressions are unsuited to estimating the parameters of a normal earnings 
model since the coefficient of adjustment is unlikely to remain constant over 
time. Equation (6), where Dt, Xe and We denote annual commo~ stock 
dividends, net after tax earnings and net worth respectively, was estu~ated 
from cross-section data on individual firms. Net worth, though far from ideal, 
was the only measure for the value of shareholders' capital available to us. 

Equation (6) violates the classical least squares assumption in several ~e~pects. 
Firstly, least squares bias will occur owing to the presence of the lagged d1v1d~nds 
variable, which will be correlated with llt unless Ut has no serial correlatwn. 
Secondly, heteroscedasticity might result from correlation between either 
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Wu-1/Wu or I/Wu and either Xu/Wu or Du-1/Wu. Thirdly, the suppression 
?f_the Wu-1/Wu in our equation will lead to bias in the parameter estimates 
rf rt should be correlated with either of the independent variables and o is non
zero. 

We will consider each of these problems in turn. It was decided that the 
le~s_t squares bias, if any, would have to be tolerated at this stage of the study. 
L1v1atan has proposed an instrumental variable method for deriving consistent 
estimates of the parameters of an autoregressive equation such as (6) [I 2). But in 
estimating a distributed lag consumption function on household survey data, he 
found that not only were the standard errors of the instrumental variables 
estimates much larger but in no case ( out of 6; 2 regressions based on each of 3 
s~ts ofreinterview survey data, one including dura?le expenditure in consump
tr?n, the other not) were the instrumental variable estimates significantly 
different from the least squares estimates. Nor were the derived long-run 
marginal propensities to consume much different [13). While it would be 
presumptuous to suggest that the same would hold true in the case of cross
section firm data, and certainly Livia tan's technique will be tried in some further 
work on short-run dividend behaviour currently being undertaken, our 
suspicions are that the loss of efficiency will be such that classical least squares 
is in fact preferable. 

Heteroscedasticity does not appear to have caused much damage, the stand
ard errors of our parameter being generally small. 

None of our estimates of a was significantly different from zero. Inspection 
of the make-up of the constant term reveals that if a is in fact zero, o could 
only be non-zero where Wt-1/Wt = /1/(1 - }.)/ > 0. However, in all our 
industry samples average net worth in 1956 was greater than in 1955. Thus one 
might conclude that o is in fact close or equal to zero for most firms, in which 
case the We-I/ We variable is dispensable. 
· This is not an entirely satisfactory ex post justification for not includin 
Wt-i/We as an explicit independent va~iable. Its inclusion might have resulte! 
in a non-zero estimate of o. In fact 1~ Xtf i:t1t and Wt-1/ Wt are negatively 
correlated ( on the grounds that Xtf Wt 1s serially correlated over time and 
high rate of return increases ne~ worth) an_d the coefficient of Wt-I/ w: equal~ 
[ - t5( J _ ).) J and thus is negative, our estimates of a suffer a downward bia 
How serious is the upward bias in the b estimate~ can only be judged on ths~ 
basis of the results. \,Ve omitted the Wt-if Wt variable through misjudgement 
of the data necessary to test the model, rather than because ofany prejudgement 
as to its importance. • 

A second estimating equation was used because it appeared that in several 
cases c was upward-biased owing to the _presence of "_firm effects." Included 
among firm effects are any fa~tors lead1?g _to_ a consistent departure in the 
structure of the dividend funct10n of an md1v1dual firm from that of the in
dustry. Equation (6) may be rewritten to make these firm effects (Ft) explicit 
Using primes to indicate that the variable has been "deflated" by Wit · 

D;t = a + bXit + cDit-1 + Ft + eu 

where Ft + e!i = uu. Ft w_ill be co~rela~ed_ with both J?it and Dit -l leading to 
an upward-biased c. Making the s1mphfymg assumpt10n that firm effects . . 
additive, Ft might be eliminated by taking first differences. However this ai e 

d . ( , x' ) . I , may lead to a ownward-biased b smce Xtt - tt - 1 may me ude a large rand 
component, which depresses or inflates the accountant's profits figures, i:;; 
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may not be included in the firm's assessment of profits available for dividends. 
These may result from factors of a primarily accounting nature, such as write
offs or the general over- or understatement of earnings ( cf. Friend and Puckett 
[4], p. 665). Accordingly, first differences of three-year agrgegates were taken 
so that the second estimating equation was of the form 

dit = a + bxt,t + edit-I + Ui,t (7) 

where dit and xit are equal to 

0 , 
~ Dw-n> 

n=3 

6 , 0 , 
~ Di(t-n) and ~ Xw-n> 

n=4 n=3 

6 , 

~ Xw-n> 
n=4 

respectively. 
. The data, originally collected and standarised by the Federal Reserve Board, 
included most of the largest companies in each industry group. The complete 
~ample, from which were selected nine industrial groups is described in detail 
in [2] pp. 580-88. 

Equations (6) and (7) were estimated by least squares for these nine industrial 
groups for t = 1956. The results are listed in Tabies I and 2. 

TABLE I. -Regression Results, Equation ( 6), Cross-Section Firm Data 
(Standard errors are given in parentheses) 

Industry a b C R2 Numberoffirms 
in sample 

Food and ·002 ·173 ·723 ·902 32 
Tobacco (·004) (·054) (·071) 
Petroleum -·006 ·IOI ·952 ·996 26 
and Rubber (·003) (·036) (·039) 
Chemicals -·002 ·177 ·764 ·981 29 

Iron and Non-
(·002) (·030) (·044) 

- ·005 ·214 ·709 ·732 27 
Ferrous Metals (·008) (·078) (·143) 
Machinery -·001 ·060 1·005 ·893 41 

(·004) (·021) (·076) 
Transporta- ·000 ·084 ·858 ·815 21 
tion Equipment (·007) (·052) (·116) 
Retail Trade ·001 ·137 ·783 ·924 35 

(·003) (·057) (·083) 
Railroads ·001 ·215 ·542 ·942 20 

(·002) (·040) (·078) 
Electrical -·019 ·165 1·147 ·784 28 
Utilities (·010) (·I 19) (·172) 

Note: R 2 : coefficient of determination adjusted for degrees of freedom. 

In both cases the equations fit the data very satisfactorily. On the basis of 
goodness of fit, equation (6) yields on the whole better results than equation (7). 
c estimated by equation (6) is less than that estimated by equation (7) in only 
4 cases suggesting that firm effects are either not a severe problem elsewhere, 
or that they cannot be simply eliminated by taking first differences of three
year aggregates. Random components in xi seem to have led to a significant 
downward-bias in bin Petroleum and Rubber, Iron and Non-Ferrous Metals, 
and Retail Trade where equation (7) is used. 
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TABLE 2.-Regression Results, Equation (7), Cross-Section Firm Data 
(Standard errors are given in parentheses) 

Industry a b C R2 
Food and -·001 ·235 ·609 ·820 
Tobacco (·001) (·034) (·100) 
Petroleum and ·000 ·050 1·048 ·964 
Rubber (·001) (·041) (·057) 
Chemicals ·003 ·152 ·799 ·774 

(·002) (·051) (· 121) 
Iron and Non- ·005 ·079 ·950 ·843 
Ferrous Materials (·001) (·040) (·] 12) 
Machinery ·002 ·167 ·521 ·926 

(·001) (·040) (·067) 
Transporta- ·000 ·169 ·673 ·905 
tion Equipment (·002) (·048) (·124) 
Retail Trade ·001 ·060 ·893 ·851 

(·001) (·022) (·068) 
Railroads ·002 ·229 ·638 ·695 

(·001) (·060) (·211) 
Electric ·000 ·366 ·408 ·481 
Utilities (·003) (·117) (·119) 

Table 3 lists the estimates of the parameters of the normal earnings mode
which have been derived from the regression coefficients in Table 1. T~ 
parameter estimates are those derived from t~e equation (6) re~ression, excep: 
m those four cases, Food and Tobacco, Machmery, Transportat10n Equipmea. 
and Electric Utilities, where some upward bias in the estimates of c appears t 
have been eliminated by using equation (7). Since the constant term is in a 
cases statistically insignificant which we take to imply that O = 0, bis an estima~ 

· of the short-run MPD and b/1 - c, the long run MPD. 

TABLE 3.-Estimates ef Normal Earnings Model Parameters derived 
from Regression Results in Tables 1 and 2 

Industry 

Food and Tobacco 
Petroleum and Rubber 
Chemicals 
Iron and Non-Ferrous Metals 
Machinery 
Transportation Equipment 
Retail Trade 
Railroads 
Electric Utilities 

Source: Tables I and 2, see text. 

Marginal Propensities to Pay Dividends 
Short-run (h) Long-run [h/(1 - c)] 

·24 ·60 
·IO 2·01 
·18 ·75 
·21 ·74 
·17 ·35 
·17 ·52 
·14 ·63 
·21 ·47 
·37 ·62 

Rate of 
Adjustmer-

(1 -c) -

·39 
·05 
·24 
·29 
·48 
·33 
·22 
·46 
·59 

While the majority of these estimates are of reasonabl_e magnitude, the bl 
tant exception being Petroleum and Rubber, there 1s considerable int a_ 

industry variation both in the long-run propensity and in the rate of adjustme~~ 
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The high short-run MPD and '.'1djustment rate in Electric Utilities is explained 
by the regulated nature oftha~ md1:15try. Elsewhere the variation in the long-run 
MPD would have to be explamed m terms of a long-run planning model, while 
that in the rates of adjustment by differences in the variability of earnings, and 
the particular situations faced by different industries in 1956. 

Rather than become embroiled in a speculative exercise of this nature it was 
decided to test the predictive power of the estimates of p. When o = 0, p, the 
long-run MPD, will also equal the long-run or "normal" pay-out ratio. Thus 
the estimates of p were compared with the average pay-out ratios for 1963, 
which being the fifth year of continued expansion, is one in which the ratios 
should, on average, be close to their normal level. 

Unfortunately, data-collection on the FRB sample was discontinued in 1956. 
Ho:vever, the FRB continued to publish a limited amount of data, aggregated 
by mdustry group from the reports of large companies. But for the exclusion 
of Retail Trade the industry classification as well as the coverage is close to that 
used in this study. The average 1963 pay-out ratios of these samples are listed in 
Table 4, except that for Retail Trade, which is the average pay-out ratio for 
the 1960/61 accounting year for firms with assets of over IO million dollars. For 
purposes of comparison the average pay-out ratios of the original samples for t956 are also entered. Owing to its poor showing in the regression analysis, 

etroleum and Rubber was omitted . 

. TABLE 4. -Estimated Long-run and Actual Pay-out Ratios in 1956 and 1963 . 

1ndustry Classification 
Estimated Long- Actual Average 

Industry Classification Run Pay-out Pay-out Ratio 
for columns (I) and (2) Ratio, 1956 for column (3) 

1956 1963 

Food and Tobacco 
(I) (2) (3) 

Food and Kindred ·38 ·49 ·40 

Chemicals 
Products 

·25 ·31 ·25 Chemical and Allied 

Iron and Non- Products 
·26 ·52 ·38 Primary Metals and Metals Products Machinery 
·65 ·37 ·47 Machinery Transportation ·48 ·48 ·47 Transportation Equipment Equipment Retail Trade ·37 ·43 ·34 Retail Trade Railroads ·37 ·49 ·41 Railroads Electric Utilities ·38 ·33 ·29 Electric Utilities 

Sources: column( !), Table 3. 
column (3), Federal Reserve Bulletitl, (May 1963) except Retail Trade, I.R.S., Corporation 

Income Tax Returns, 1960-61, (Washington, 1963). 

The long-run pay-out ratios calculated from the regression coefficients and the 
actual average pay-out ratios may be viewed as alten'lative estimates of the 
long-run pay-out ratio, or average propensity to distribute out of normal 
earnings. In four cases the regression estimates are closer to the 1963 pay-out 
ratios than are the 1956 ratios, in two cases the reverse is true, and in the re
maining two cases there is little to choose between them. To some extent the 
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discrepancies between the regression estimates and the 1963 ratios must be due 
to :hanges in the coverage of the samples, to deviations between the 1963 
ratios and the 1963 "normal" ratios, and to changes in the normal ratios 
between 1956 and 1963. In view of these difficulties the regression results must 
be considered a qualified success. 

Insofar as these and other results bear out the value of equation (6) as a 
shor_t-run dividend function, they lend support to the normal earnings hypo
theSIS. The marked difference between the short-run and long-run MPDs 
demonstrate the inadequacy of a simple proportional model of business savings. 
The normal earnings hypothesis deserves to be upheld at least until some other 
explanation of the positive Jagged dividend coefficient is forthcoming, or the 
hyp~thesis is empirically refuted.2 However, as far as assessing the normal 
e_arnmgs hypothesis is concerned single-year regressions are very inadequate 
smc~ there is no means of distinguishing between transitory and permanent 
earnmgs changes. 

A:cordingly equation (6) was estimated using the aggregate dividends and 
earnmgs data of the 21 manufacturing industries for each year in the period 
1956-1960. The results are given in Table 5. 

TABLE 5. -Regression Results, Equation ( 6), Cross-Section Industry Data 
(standard errors of coefficients are given in parentheses) 

Year a, b, c, R e Long-run Rate of 
MPD Adjustment 

1956 -·001 ·119 ·839 ·935 ·75 · 16 

1957 
(·003) (·052) (·077) 

·83 ·09 - ·001 ·075 ·909 ·977 

1958 
(·001 ) (·034) (·067) 

- ·08 -·018 ·335 1·081 ·276 <- 1.0 
(·0 19) (·328) (·592) 

1959 - ·008 ·443 ·250 ·847 .59 .75 
(·004) (·050) (·039) 

1960 ·001 · 120 ·800 ·955 ·60 ·20 
(·002) (·03-l-) (·070) 

. Th~se results on the whole support expectations concerning cyclical fluctua
tions_ m the coefficient of adjustment, .ii..}. might be expected to fall as aggregate 
ear_nmgs fall below their "normal" level, that is during the "downturn" phase, 
owing to uncertainty about how much further business will decline. This explains 
the very low .ils in 195 7 and 1958, and is consistent with the high standard erros in 
the latter year. As earnings recover, as in 1959, A will be high, until earnings 
have reached their "normal" level. The values for A for I 956 and 1960, which 
represent "secular expansion" years are intuitively plausible. As for the 
long-run MPD, comparison is made more difficult by the lack of standard 

f 
2

0 trt concluded that a normal model was not apparently necessary on the basis of3 samples 
~- i. · firm~, one each fron1 brewing, textiles and rnanufacturing as a whole. He cst i1natcd a 
simp c equation of the form, log S = a blog X + 11 for each year between 1919 and 1963, a nd 
suggc:Slcd~hat lhc apparent stabilit y o fb over the r:~riod indicated that the savings-incornc ratio 
was du~a,n:clcd by trans itory con1pont:nts (5 particu larly 6). 'I 'hc author is currently en
gage . m a study of the dividend policy o'f U.K. firms and expects to throw light on this question . 
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errors. However there appears to have been a downward shift in the long-run 
MPD following the recession of 1958. The 1958 figure itself, together with the 
very low R 2 for that year, suggest that the normal earnings hypothesis, at least 
in the particular form in which it has been presented breaks down in the event 
of a severe and widespread decline in earnings. 

B. Estimation of Crude Normal- Transitory Earnings Model 
In order to make a direct test of the normal earnings hypothesis, a regression 

equa!ion relating dividends to crudely-calculated estimates of the normal a1;d 
· transitory components of earnings was estimated using the 1956 firm 't:iata m 
the 9 industry groups. ' 

T~e concept of normal earnings which underlies the normal earnings ~ypo
theSIS has not been precisely defined. If dividends are related to some ~otion of 
normal rather than actual earnings in order that dividends might be ~~mune 
fro~ short-run fluctuations in earnings, (perhaps because unstable ~1v1d~~ds 
~re mte~~reted as an indication of riskiness, or simply because pr~dict~b1hty 
in t~e d1':'1dend rate is valued in itself) the appropriate normal earnings in _any 
penod will equal the initial value of the smoothed stream of expected earnings 
over the planning horizon. 

In fact n?rmal earnings, X*, were simply estimated as three-ye~r aver!~e of 
actua_l earnings over the years 1954 to 1956, and transitory ea_rm~g~,. X ' as 
the differ~nce between normal and actual earnings. The equatlo? initially _run 
for _each mdustry-group was (5) with the addition of the transitory earnings 
vanable, expressed on a per dollar of net worth basis, . 

D1,t =a+ bXit' + cX;t' + uu (S) 

where ~ and c are estimates of the MPD out of normal and transitory earnings 
respectively. 

The results of running equation are listed in Table 6. . . 
In 8 out of 9 cases the estimated short-run MPD out of transitory earnings, 

c, wa~ n_o t_ significantly different from zero at the 5% level ~n? mu~h lo"_V~r t~a~ 
b. This ism_ accordance with the normal earnings hypothesis in which d1v1de d 
are a function of normal earnings • 

It might be argued that these es~imates of the MPD out oftransi~ory ear~ings 
are biased downwards owing to the existence of firm effects, particularly _in so 
far as "risky" firms may both pay below average dividends and expenence 
greater-than-average transitory components in earnings. Secondly ~andom 
fluctuations in earnings of a purely accounting nature will ca1;1se errors m X* *, 
also tending to bias c downwards. On the other hand a simple average of 
earnings from 1954 to 1956 probably underestimates the _level of ~ormal 
earnings of most firms in 1956, tending to bias c upwards. While more ~igorous 
tests of the normal earnings hypothesis are necessary, at least a tentative con
clusion may be drawn from these results to the effect that the MPD out of 
transitory earnings is less than that out of normal earnings. 

C. T est of a Relative-Earnings HyJJothesis . 
. • et:;oun t the earnings 

It 1s not unreasonable to expect a firm to take mto a 'd d t · 
r r h fi • • • d d' t ent div1 en s o a nse penormance o ot er rms 111 its m ustry in the a JUS m c1· •c1 d · t 9 
r II . · · s· 1 as sub IVl e In 0 or ,a m its own earnings. mce the complete samp e w · d ' ffi ti 

industry groups it was possible to test whether a firm would react h
1 

. ehrei:i Yt 
h · · h ' h • · If firom one w 1c JUS to a c ange in earnings w 1c was exclusive to 1tse , 
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TABLE 6. - Regression Results, Equation ( 8), Cross-Section Firm Data 
(standard errors are given in parentheses) 

Industry a b C R2 

Food and ·002 ·589 ·150 ·644 
Tobacco (·009) ·(078) (·163) 
Petroleum -·077 1·198 -·304 ·928 
and Rubber (·010) (·099) (·402) 
Chemicals ·002 ·627 -·145 ·876 

(·006) (·046) (·155) 
Iron and Non- ·002 ·476 ·354 ·460 
Ferrous Metals (·014) (·141) (·286) 
Machinery ·032 ·219 ·258 ·398 

(·007) (·041) (·103) 
Transporta- ·016 ·352 -·133 ·518 
tion Equipment (·010) (·078) (·147) 
Retail Trade ·002 ·601 -·016 ·826 

(·005) (·049) (·139) 
Railroads ·003 ·506 -·404 ·875 

(·002) (·045) (·231) 
Electric ·011 ·899 -·301 ·482 
Utilities (·015) (·179) (·515) 

equalled the change in earnings experienced on average by the industry as a 
whole. A simple estimating equation was used: 

Di,t = a + bXft + c(Xtt - Xf1) + uu (9) 

where X it is the average earnings of industry-group I of which firm i is a member. 
If its short-run MPD is lower when a rise in earnings is unique to an individual 
firm than when the rise in earnings is equal to the average rise in earnings of 
the industry-group, c should be less than b. Dividends and earnings data were 
again expressed per dollar of net worth on the same grounds as previously. The 
regression was run using the complete sample of 259 firms for each of 3 years, 
1954, 1955 and 1956. The results are listed in Table 7. 

TABLE 7.-Regression Results, Equation (9), Cross-Section Firm Data 
(standard errors are given in parentheses) 

Year a b C R2 

1954 ·018 ·345 ·323 ·443 
(·003) (·026) (·023) 

1955 ·019 ·318 ·306 ·368 
(·004) (·028) (·026) 

1956 ·009 ·435 ·430 ·527 
(·004) · (·028) (·026) 

Altl~o~gh there was considerable inter-year variation, in no year was there 
a statistically significant difference between b and c. These results strongly 
suggest that a firm's short-tun dividend behaviour is independent of its earnings 
p~r~ormance relative to·that of other firms in the industry. It will not raise 
dividend_s any less if its earnings rise in isolation, nor will it raise dividends if 
average industry earnings rise while its own remain unchanged. 
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V. Conclusions 

I. The normal earnings hypothesis as a short-run theory of dividend behaviour 
is compatible with the results of the empirical studies of dividend behaviour 
in the U.S. A normal earnings model is to be preferred to the Lintner model 
of dividend behaviour on a priori grounds. 

2. The parameters of one possible normal earnings model can be estimated 
by the regression of current dividends on current earnings and lagged 
dividends, all expressed as rates of return on capital, with cross-section data 
on firms or industries. There are however indications that this normal 
earnings model may break down in a severe recession. Other normal earnings 
models might be more appropriate. 

3- The 1?ormal earni1;gs hypothesis is supported by evidence indicating a l?wer 
margmal propensity to pay dividends out of the short-run or transitory 
compon:nt of earnings than out of the long-run or perm~ne?-t component. 

4· In makmg short-run dividend decisions firms appear mdifferent to the 
ear?-ings performance of the industry as a whole, and only concerned with 
their_ own experience . There is no evidence of the relevance of a relative 
earnmgs hypothesis. 

University of rork 
M.DAVENPORT 
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